
FASHION BUSINESS PLAN EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Mahogany Western Wear is a new apparel store that caters to the African-American cowboy community in Houston,
Texas. As our name suggests our focus is to provide western wear apparel and accessories, and position ourselves as
the top retail store servicing this particular market.

In this association she was responsible for promotion and scheduling of speakers and events. Inspiration can
be drawn from Go Go Gear LA: On their website they have a long list of retailers, most of them are speciality
shops for motorcycle riders. A lot of scrap will be produced until the production process is perfected, which
will lead to high production costs. For this reason, it is important to market also in the motorcycle specific
retailers across the US, as this clientele buy their motorcycle wears in specialty shops. This is due to the fact
that the store will be becoming an established business in the mall. After it is established amongst the
motorcycle riding community, the brand shall have a cult following beyond motorcyclists i. This is where the
excitement begins. These systemic risks, which also include political and currency exchange risks these will
become relevant as soon a overseas suppliers or customers become involved , cannot be avoided by anyone in
the industry. Go back up Market Analysis To get a good picture of the market environment, it is necessary to
first take a look at the American retail market, with a special a focus on fashion. Of the existing indirect
competition, there are few companies that will be able to compete with Clothes As Art's price. While other
stores offer some style equivalents, they are not focused solely on fashionable wear. It has been my experience
that this product's market is both sexless as well as ageless age 5 to  Eventually, staff will conduct annual
inventory audits and hire outside auditors when necessary. The goal is to create pieces that are exactly what an
urban, individualistic woman is looking for, something that she would wear even if she is not going to ride a
motorcycle. The store hours will be 7 days a week. Many stores also sell shoes, handbags, jewelry, make-up,
and perfumes. Supply chain management is of prime importance for young fashion and design firms. Running
a fashion business is challenging and time-consuming, but the results can fulfill your dreams â€” if you are
committed to sticking to your plan. Throughout her life she has been very involved in entrepreneurship. The
order will take two weeks to get to us delivery cycle.


